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Vision Technologies Installs Over 105 MILLION Feet of Network and Fiber Optic Cable

GLEN BURNIE, MD, November 12, 2014 – Vision Technologies, Inc., a leading IT services provider and ServiceDisabled Veteran-Owned Business has now installed over 105 Million feet of cable over the last decade. That is
the equivalent to 700,000 network cable runs or running cable from the Baltimore/Washington airport (BWI) to Los
Angeles eight times, with enough cable left over to go from BWI to St. Louis!
To put this into perspective, 105 million feet equals about 20,000 miles. The Earth's circumference is about
25,000 miles. In about 3 more years, Vision will have installed enough cable to wrap entirely around the planet.
Al Saxon, Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing, announced to the company, “That is an awesome
statistic and one Vision should be proud of. Just taking a flat-line extrapolation, that’s over 10 million feet every
year. Mr. Saxon congratulated everyone that contributed, including the Sales Team and Purchasing, but mostly
the OPERATIONS team, comprised of 150 employees, for achieving such an amazing total! He concludes, “Well
done, team – well done!”
Vision Technologies has installed a variety of coax, copper, fiber, and shielded cable from leading manufacturers,
such as CommScope, Berk-Tek, Superior Essex, General Cable, to name a few. In its early days, Vision was
known primarily as a cable installation company but quickly grew its services to include Data Centers, Audio
Visual, Access Control and Security, and Wireless technologies. In addition, Vision specializes in Design-Build
technologies to accelerate projects through its Integrated Technology Delivery process.
About Vision Technologies, Inc.
Vision Technologies Inc., a systems integrator with national and global reach, is helping to reshape the way
commercial clients and federal agencies use technology to improve the quality of services they deliver. The
company’s seasoned staff has keen insight into trends and emerging technologies that are changing the way we
work, communicate, and protect our society. Vision Technologies provides clients with innovative solutions,
carefully crafted to deliver integrated wired and wireless systems from the data center to the desktop for security,
access control, and surveillance, audio-visual, teleconferencing systems, and telephony. Four business units
support clients in Information Transport Systems, Converged Audio Visual and Security Technologies, Mobility,
and Federal Systems. More information about Vision can be found at www.visiontech.biz.
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